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Log-Gevity Citrus Log Stripper
Yvonne Warren
Schroeder Log Home Supply, Inc.
It is that time of year for traditions. One of mine is making
lefsa with my sister and our
daughters and daughters-in-law.
Last year, not thinking, I put the
hot lefsa between towels on my
table. Six hours later during clean
up I removed the towels to find
a placemat size white spot on my
table. I went online to see how to
get it out, all to no avail. The only
thing I could do at that time was
to cover it with a placemat.
This fall I was sitting at my work
desk and looking into the warehouse I saw Log-Gevity Citrus
Strip Gel. For some reason I
thought of my table; what could
it hurt if I tried to strip the table.
So I took a sample and a gallon home. I set a fan
up on one side of the dining room and opened the
sliding doors on the other side for good ventilation.
I tried some of the sample first, putting
it on a 12" x 12" area. I poured a cup of
coffee and sat down. About 20 minutes
later, scraper in hand, I checked to see
how much longer I needed to wait. I had
never used Log-Gevity Citrus Strip before
so I didn’t know what to expect. To my
total amazement there was a beautiful
piece of oak.
In the Log Home Supply business I think
of a stripper for the removal of failed
log finish. Log-Gevity Citrus Stripper
contains no methylene chloride and no
neutralizing is needed. The best part for me is the
pH balance that is non-damaging, not only to
logs, masonry, plastered walls and metals, but also
to wood tables. I have no idea what finish was on
the table, but this product is designed to remove
multiple layers of finish, varnish, stains, latex paint,
and oil paint.

I opened the gallon and went to work using, in
total, about ¼ gallon. My table is quite large,
seating six people without the leaf. It was only 21/2
hours later and I was cleaning up. Depending on

how many layers and of what you are removing,
your time will be different. The odor was almost
nonexistent, but ventilation is required or wear a
respiratory for protection. I am so pleased with
how fast and odor free Log-Gevity Citrus Strip Gel
was, that now I am searching for another project.
1 gal. R012-LGSGB $50.93
5 gal. R012-LGSGC $303.78

See More Online

Tool Talk:
Hults Bruk Arvika
5-Star Racing Axe
The Arvika 5-Star Racing Axe boasts a massive 4½
lb., hand-forged Swedish steel axe head. Designed
for use on Australian hardwood, the wide 5½" blade profile
makes large V-shaped cuts in hard, knotty, or frozen wood.
The axe head is secured to a solid 32" American hickory
handle with both a steel and wooden wedge. A great axe for
practicing the standing chop, or as a workhorse for felling
and splitting.
Arvika was its own forge in Sweden and in the early 1960s, it
ceased production and Hults Bruk purchased the brand and
5-Star pattern. For the next 50-years, Hults Bruk continued
selling the Arvika 5-Star in select markets, making it a soughtafter axe in the United States where it was previously unavailable until now. Leather axe sheaths for the Hults Bruk Arvika
can be purchased at Cullowhee Mountain Leather.
The axe head is hand-forged and made from Swedish axe steel in
a foundry that has been in operation since 1697. As part of the
hand grinding production process, the steel is struck multiple times
thereby increasing its density and resulting in more durability of
the axe. The head is constructed in such a way that there is a
tempered zone designed to hold a very sharp edge even after many
sharpenings. The curved hickory handle is treated with linseed oil.
The Arvika is designed to be profiled and customized by the enduser, a practice recommended only for those with experience.
T089-H840511 $169.00

Camp & Hunting Gift Axes
Hults Bruk Jonaker Hatchet
The Jonaker is their most compact hatchet;
intended for tasks such as making kindling,
doing light clearing and for any number of
backcountry jobs. It is ideal for including in
your pack and being worn on a belt. The Jonaker has an axe head weight of one pound and
a 9.4" handle; overall weight is 1.5 lbs. Grainleather sheath included. T089-H840762 $124.00

Gransfors Mini Belt Hatchet
Cliff Jacobson, Tactical Knives Magazine writes:
“It will fillet a fish, skin a moose, ... pound tent stakes
and chop vegetables. And it will ride as lightly on your hip
as the average hunting knife.” 10.25" long and weighs 11
ounces. T074-480410 $155.00
Order Online
Gransfors Wildlife Hatchet
A small, light axe which can be easily carried, masked
with its leather sheath, inside your pack or on your
belt. Even with a small axe you can manage much:
cut branches in the back-yard or chop and split sticks
for a camp fire. This little hatchet awakens in many of us
memories and dreams of exciting camps and adventures.
The hatchet has a 3" face and a 14" hickory handle and
the head weighs 1 lb. T191-480415 $140.00

Order Online

Ceramic Grinding Stone
A man-made sharpening stone with two grinding faces: a course side (180 grit) for repairing
damage and heavy wear, and a fine side (600 grit)
for sharpening axes. The ceramic composite makes the stone both
durable and strong. In contrast to natural sandstone, a ceramic grinding stone can be given a more precise grain size. Its shape is round
and flat with a bevelled edge to prevent chipping. The fine side is 2/3
of the thickness, as this side is usually used and worn down most.
The stone is normally used with water but can be used dry. The stone
comes in a protective rubber case. It has a 2.2" diameter and weights
6.5 oz. T074-4034 $50.00

Order Online

Hults Bruk Almike Hatchet
A perfect sized hatchet for camping,
cutting small firewood, and fine carving. The Almike is a
life long all-purpose tool for the garden, camp or wilderness survival. Featuring a classic turpentine pattern axe head
intended for tasks such as making kindling, doing light
clearing and any number of backcountry jobs. It can be
worn on a belt or easily tucked into a backpack. The
Almike has an axe head weight of one pound and a 16"
handle length with an overall weight of 1.75 lbs. Grainleather sheath included. T074-480420 $134.00
Order Online

Order Online

The Complete Guide to Sharpening
Leonard Lee explains in common sense
terms the fastest, most effective ways to
sharpen all your woodworking tools, from
chisels to drill bits. You’ll get better edges
than razor blades, and you’ll learn how to
shape them to cut better and stay sharp
longer. 245 pages. Softcover.
B210-070450 $22.95
Order Online

Order Online

Gransfors Small Forest Axe
Same size as the Hunter’s Axe but a more traditional
pattern and poll, or butt. The handle is long enough to
allow powerful chopping but not too long so it will fit into
a rucksack, the back of a car, or a boat. The axe has a 3¼"
face and a 19" hickory handle and the head weighs 1½ lb.
It comes with a grain-leather sheath.

T074-480420 $155.00

Order Online

New Books
Pyrography 101
Nedra Denison. Pyrography 101 A
Lesson in Woodburning is like taking
a class without leaving the comforts
of your home! Perfect for beginners to
woodburning. 70 pages (Spiralbound).
B315-NEDRA2 $19.95
Order Online

Wildlife Designs
Award-winning artist Sue Walters
offers 30 dynamic North American
wildlife designs and 10 border designs.
These unique designs and easy-tofollow instructions will guide you
through the creation of realistic or stylized wildlife. B315-56523-295- $14.95
Order Online

Pyrography Designs
A collection of designs to use without
fear of copyright infringement. Norma
Gregory, a pyrographer for nearly 20
years, shares her designs and supplies
additional elements that can be combined to create hundreds of new images.
(Softcover). B315-NEDRA2 $12.95
Order Online

Woodcarving Course
A comprehensive guide for those who
want to learn carving, this manual provides a handful of lessons, including how
to choose the best woods, safe tool handling tips, making cuts, and executing
a variety of techniques. 160 pages; full
color (Softcover). B315-56523-456- $19.95
Order Online

Wildlife Prints For Your Log Home

Wildlife Prints

We’re happy to offer wildlife prints
from Ely, Minnesota Photographer
Ken Hupila. Prints come with or
without a white 1" top and bottom
border and 1½" side border. Prints
can also be put on 1/8" thick foam
core with or without the border.
High quality gloss print on metal is
also available. Call for details.
Shipping: $7.50 drop ship fee per
order to the continental US. Add: $6
to Alaska & $5 to Hawaii.
See More Online

Merry Christmas!

New Black Iron
Alaska Forge
Cabinet Pull Moose Style
Hand forged black iron Moose style cabinet pull. 6" tall and 2½" wide. Extends
out 1¾". Mounting screws included.
Made in the USA. H320-CP09W $23.64
Order Online

Christmas
New Year's

Dec. 31st-Jan1st

Offices Closed
Offices Closed
Clocks Back

To Place An Order:
Call Toll Free: 1-800-359-6614 or order online:
www.loghelp.com Fax Toll Free: 1-800-755-3249
Schroeder Log Home Supply, Inc.
1101 SE 7th Ave Grand Rapids, MN 55744
MN Business Hours:

April - Oct: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Saturdays 9-Noon).
Nov - March: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Closed Saturdays).

Restoration Special
We are often asked how to restore
rotten logs. We suggest The Log Home
Maintenance Guide. It reveals tips
and tricks for using wood epoxies for
log home restoration. To help you get
started with your restoration project,
we now offer a 15% Discount off
The Log Home Maintenance Guide
when you buy any wood epoxy products like LiquidWood, WoodEpox, M-Balm, E-Wood, or
the Wood Restoration Kit and this book. If you call in your
order, just ask for the “Restoration Special”. If you order
online, your discount will be applied after we receive your
order. Offer good for one book per order.

Order Online!

Alaska Forge
Door Pull Moose Style
Hand forged black iron Moose style
door pull. 11" tall and 3" wide; made
from 3/8" steel. Handle grip extends out
2½". Mounting screws included. Made
in the USA. H320-DP03W $24.54
Order Online

The Log Gap Cap™
reduces air infiltration where
round logs meet window and
door trim. Now available in two sizes! The
small work with 6"-8"
diameter logs, the large
fits 9"-11" logs. The Log
Cap Cap’s uniform shape fits most log profiles. With an
easy scissor cut along the flat side, they work in log siding
applications. Engineered from 3/4" closed cell flexible foam,
it compresses and remains in place with little or no caulking
required. Its smooth surface on one side allows easy caulking if
desired. They're resistant to mold, rot, bacteria, and will not absorb
moisture. Available in 50 count box. Made in the USA.
Small 50/box BR239-LOGGAPCAP $33.28
Large 50/box BR239-LOGGAPCAP2 $48.00

Order Online

In an effort to reduce damage, we typically stop shipping temperature sensitive products around the middle of December to the
northern states. Of course, there is no hard-and-fast rule when
we stop shipping so please understand that it is important to plan
ahead and order before cold weather hits. Also, there are times in
the winter when we will only ship temperature sensitive products
Monday through Wednesday. We do this because we have found
that shipping delivery vehicles are for the most part left unheated
over the weekend. By not shipping on Thursday and Friday we
can minimize possible freeze damage of products, saving a lot of
hassle in the long run.

